
Tour description / route characteristics:

total distance 250 km

Highlights of this round trip are the Kaiserjägerstrasse, the Passo
Manghen and the Val di Cembra. Here the motorcyclist's heart 
beats much faster!

The route leads first from Levico-Terme to Caldonazzo and from 
there up the small side road to San Nicolo - here turn left. The 
following road to Carbonare is just brilliant! One bend after the 
other - hardly a straight line - pure pleasure! In Carbonare turn 
left and follow the SS349 for about 12 km until you reach the 
Kaiserjägerstraße. The road is small, narrow and spectacular. In 
addition it offers wonderful views down into the valley, 
especially of Lake Caldonazzo. Once in the valley, turn right 
onto the SS47. Before Borgo Valsugana, turn left towards 
Roncegno, Bosco and Telve. Then the road branches off up to 
the Passo Manghen. A highlight of the Alps!!!   - Always a 
pleasure!!!

Arrived in the valley then first straight ahead and up the 
mountain. Take the SS612 or the SS48 to Cavalese. From there -
turn left - onto the SS620 and up to the Lavazzejoch. Cross the 
pass and continue down the valley (9.5km) until the turnoff to 
Deutschnofen is on the left (SP72). Via Aldino the route 
continues. At the end of the stretch turn left onto the SS48. After 
the San Lugano pass, turn right towards Altrei. From there, turn 
left past the church and along a narrow asphalt road down into 
Val di Cembra. Once there, turn right. A dream route follows, 
which sometimes wide, sometimes narrow, to Faver. Turn left 
here into the valley and up again on the other side. Then turn left 
and return just under 5 kilometres on the other side of the valley. 
Then turn right onto the SP 83 to Brusago. Before Piazze turn 
left onto SP 224 and follow this road until Palu' del Fersina. 
Here turn right onto the SP 135 via Fierozzo to Canezza. Turn 
left here onto SP 8 to Pergine Valsugana. Turn left here to 
Masetti and continue on SP 11 to Vignola-falesina. Continue on 
the SP 11 until Levico Terme.


